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#corona_virus_the soldier_of_allah:

IS, Covid 19, and learning terrorism

Nightmares are haunting modern societies for a long time . Combining terrorism and viruses we get 

news like: „A sensational Islamic State's plot to use Covid-19 virus as a jihad tool has been 

unearthed.“1 (cf. Below) Continuing phantasies of the failure of the Islamic State lead to stress 

continued fighting against IS in the times of pandemics2, even on IS attacks in „the West“ is 

pondered upon (Williams 2020). Al-Tamimi aptly characterised these writings as „clickbait 

extrapolation“ (Al-Tamimi 2020). Deliberating on „pandemic narratives“ may be the most advanced

approach yet (Daymon/Criezis 2020).

There is a lack of scholarly analysis of fundamentalist and religious approaches to the current 

pandemic crisis. A few exceptions may be mentioned. In an edited volume published in 2021, an 

overview of the responses of several fundamentalist traditions are presented Jewish, Russian-

Orthodox, Jihadism, and Salafism, Buddhist-Lamaist (Käsehage 2021a). One author writes about „a

Covid-Jihad“ (Käsehage 2021b). A more general overview of the approaches by several religious 

traditions is to be found in another edited volume (Lohlker 2021).

A general remark by a commentary of the International Crisis Group sets the tone:

IS‘ „rhetorical line on COVID-19 has evolved as the virus’s geographic scope and human toll has 

become clearer. In January, Al-Naba reported that “a new disease spreads death and panic” in 

“communist China”. Then, as Iran suffered an outbreak, the newsletter gloated that the contagion 

was an exemplary punishment from God for Shiite Muslim “idolatry”. Now the group has 

apparently reconciled itself to the virus’s global spread, even as it hopes that God will specially 

afflict “polytheist” nations.“ (ICG 2021)

Although the main concern of this commentary of the Interntional Crisis Group is the ability of the 

anti-IS forces to be active in the context of the pandemic, the resilience of IS may be more 

important. The flexibility and resilience of the Islamic State (IS) have emerged again in the 

pandemic situation. Abu Haneyeh wrote in an article of 2020 (Abu Haneyeh 2020):

1 https://www.indiatoday.in/india/video/watch-islamic-state-s-plot-to-use-coronavirus-as-jihad-tool-exposed-
1704648-2020-07-26 (accessed November 20, 2011).

2 https://besacenter.org/isis-jihad-coronavirus/ (accessed November 20, 2011).



„The Islamic State outdid itself when dealing with the coronavirus, adapting speedily to the 

deepening health crisis due to the virus within a small time frame, as well as managing to turn the 

plight of the pandemic into an opportunity.

From the very beginning, the organization took strict measurements and issued obligatory 

instructions to its fighters. [...].  Furthermore, the Islamic State was able to deal with the pandemic 

cautiously with obviously categorized steps. On February 27, 2020, the organization’s weekly 

newspaper, Al-Nabaa, published an editorial entitled “May Any God You Pray to Except for Allah 

Be Wrong,” about coronavirus for the first time in its 223rd issue.“

To be more precise, this editorial discusses in very general terms the beginning pandemic crisis. It is

discussed in theological terms quoting and interpreting many Qur‘anic verses, an aspect completely 

missing in the article quoted above, ignoring the core message of the editorial. The editorial3 of the 

223rd issue of al-Nabāʾ does not mention the Coronavirus explicitly. It is framing it as a tribulation 

of God for the ‚polytheist‘ unbelievers, a crisis of (un-)belief and the true believers as the 

counterpart. This framework allows IS to integrate the beginning pandemic crisis in its theological 

worldview. The only explicit reference is the illustration showing a person disinfecting gravestones. 

Abu Haneyeh continues leaving out that the 224th issue did not have any reference to the pandemic,

a revealing omission:

3 Al-Nabāʾ 223 (Rajab 3, 1441 hijri/February 27, 2020), p. 3.



„Soon after, on March 12, 2020, the organization issued instructions encompassed in a piece 

entitled “Islamic Guidance on Dealing With Epidemics” in the 225th issue of Al Nabaa. The 

instructions included “realistic prevention methods and how to avoid the diseases," which involved 

instructions such as covering the mouth when yawning and sneezing, washing your hands, and 

avoiding entering or leaving an area that has housed infections.“ (Abu Haneyeh 2020; cf. The 

illustration)

Again the author ignores the crucial aspect that all the rules mentioned are supported by quotations 

from Hadiths, i. e., linked to theological discourse. Abu Haneyeh does not mention the first two 

points of the list: 1) „Believing that diseases do no act hostile by themselves but by the will of God 

and his power.“, 2) „The advice to trust in God (tawakkul) and to seek protection with him from the 

diseases.“4 after these initial rules the concrete rules Abu Haneyeh mentions follow. Evidently, the 

author tries to erase the religious, i. e., Islamic aspect from the communication of the Islamic state. 

Abu Haneyeh continues:

„In the 226th issue, published on March 19, 2020, the Islamic State considered this pandemic “the 

Crusader’s Worst Nightmare” in an editorial that held the same title; within the issue the 

organization called for utilizing the rest of the world’s preoccupation in their favor, the West in 

particular, to organize attacks [….]“ (Abu Haneyeh 2020)

No surprise, Abu Haneyeh again ignores the religious aspect and the advice to the followers of IS: 

„It is necessary for the Muslims (=followers of IS) today, notwithstanding their effort to protect 

themselves and their families from the pandemic and also to free the Muslim captives from the 

4 Al-Nabāʾ 225 (Rajab 17, 1441 hijri/March 12, 1220), p. 12.



prisons of the polytheists and the humiliating detention camps where they are threatened by the 

disease.“5 In the same editorial the continuation and preparation of attacks is recommended. 

The editorial of the 227th issue6 describes the USA as claiming to be the superior power on earth 

now weakened by Corona and the thousands and thousands of dead. The role of China and Europe 

is discussed shortly; again this aspect is framed by a Qur‘anic verse.

The same topic is presented in the editorial of the 237th issue7 with the headline „The American 

Chaos after the ‚Chinese‘ Virus“ criticizing the failure of the policy of the government of the USA.

Chaos in America after the ‚China‘-Virus

Continuously reporting attacks of IS in all the regions the fighters are operating in proves the ability

of th organization to continue attacking their enemies. Further reports about killings, destruction, 

politico-military reflections, Islamic issues, etc. supplement the communication of IS scanned until 

issue no. 316. We may say for most issues of al-Nabāʾ the usual way of reporting continues. 

COVID-19 is not the most central issue of IS communication. Since al-Nabāʾ is looking at the 

operations of IS from a more global perspective, other journals with a regional focus will 

complement this view.

5 Al-Nabāʾ 226 (Rajab 24, 1441 hijri/March 19, 2120). p. 3. Abu Haneyeh 2020 misreads this passage.
6 Al-Nabāʾ 227 (Sha‘ban 2, 1441 hijri/March 27, 2020), p. 3.
7 Al-Nabāʾ 237 (Shawwal 16, 1441 hijri/June 8, 2020), p. 3.



Voice of Hind 

As mentioned above, an Indian news outlet proclaimed its superior knowledge of the plans of IS to 

attack using the COVID 19 virus – by reading an official online magazine published by the recently

proclaimed wilāyat al-Hind  (province of India) of IS. 

Sources close to the Indian security sector claim „that the material was being sourced from across 

counties and only sent to Afghanistan. The magazine, however, was being put together in Pakistan. 

[…] Till now it was understood that the magazine was being made and circulated from Afghanistan,

but the creators were traced to south Kashmir. During the investigation, it was found that the 

material was being sourced from across counties and only sent to Afghanistan. The magazine, 

however, was being put together in Pakistan, These are call centre like setups where men and 

women, who are graduates and know the English language, are working on designing this 

magazine. These people are also aware of how the digital space works and how the magazine can be

circulated for mass outreach,” the source said. The source also said that these people are being paid 

a sum between Rs 15,000 to Rs 20,000 for the job. According to the source, the handlers who are 

responsible for collecting the content for the magazine are based in India and Afghanistan. These 

handlers, the source said, are also responsible for recruiting ‘content creators’ in Maldives and 

Bangladesh. The job of these handlers is to collect the content from across countries including 

Maldives and Bangladesh, where they are now recruiting people and send them to their heads based

in Afghanistan. Those heads then send the approved material to Pakistan for processing,” the source

said. The articles that go into this magazine are edited in Pakistan. The pages of the magazine are 

also designed there. There is one person who is the head of content and clears all pieces that are 

finally published,” the source said. “Some Arabic articles that are under circulation are also 

translated into English,” the source added. According to the source, there is also area-specific 

material — like articles in Tamil, Bengali, Malayalam, for which translators have been hired.“8

Although we are not able to check the information yet, this report, nevertheless, gives an idea of the

complex production of this multi-lingual journal. We will present a close re-reading of this source to

understand the content on COVID 19 issues produced for The Voice of Hind. 

Our focus is the special issue of the magazine The Voice of Hind or Sawt al-Hind,  the Arabic 

version of the title.9 It is called Lockdown Special linking the actions of the government of India to 

the narrative of the imminent repression against Muslims in India. There are other issues of the 

8 https://theprint.in/india/isis-voice-of-hind-designed-in-pakistan-has-content-creators-in-maldives-bangladesh-nia/
727974/  (accessed December 12, 2021)

9 The Voice of Hind Lockdown Special Shawwal 1443h (April/May 2020)



journal in other South Asian languages: Urdu or Bengali.10 Starting with an editorial about the 

oppressed situation of Muslims worldwide. A very specific is expressed with the phrase: „Allah has 

ordained that all Muslims are one body. When there is pain in one part of the body, the whole body 

feels it and suffers the pain.“ (p. 3) This may be read as a very succinct expression  of the 

exclusivist11 theology of IS.  Several Qur‘anic verses and Hadiths provide the theological 

framework for the articles of the special issue. The geographical framework is defined as „India, 

Pakistan, Kashmir, Bangladesh, Maldives and Sri Lanka“ (p.3-4) with a focus on India.

The theological framework of the view of Covid-19 by IS is set in the following article. Starting 

with a quote from Sura 3, Āl ‘Imrān, verse 68 (p.6) saying that God will protect the believers it is 

closing with quotations from Sura 7, al-A‘rāf, verse 96 and Sura 9, al-Tawbah, verse 123 (p.8) 

threatening the so-called unbelievers. 

The next article frames the present situation as dominated by extreme repression by what the article 

calls „blood-thirsty cow-worshippers“ (p. 9). The link to the COVID 19 situation is expressed by 

statements like „The disbelievers have spread false news about Muslims spitting in food as a 

strategy to spread COVID 19 in India. The believers are facing persecution, are being attacked by 

10 Leaving aside the journal dedicated to propaganda among Rohingya with the English title Arkan that is part of the 
South Asian communication network of IS.

11 Cf. Lohlker 2017.



the Hindu infidels and are called names like ‚Corona‘.“ (p. 9) Thus, the followers of IS try to 

deepen religious divisions in the Indian society. These attempts to blame the alleged unbelievers are

repeated, e. g., by writing „While the Kuffar blame the Tablighi Jamaat for spreading Coronavirus 

in India and hiding the true numbers of Jamaatis in the markaz, thereby flouting lockdown norms, 

their Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath visits Ayodhya during lockdown to shift the idol of their false 

god. They have the liberty to move around while the Muslims pray silently in their homes during 

the holy days of Ramadan since religious gathering is banned under lockdown.“ (p. 10) Using the 

‚double standards‘ argument  common in Jihadi media discourse, the magazine tries to put Muslims 

against Hindus. Although two Qur‘anic verses introduce this article, the true savior of Muslims is 

the Islamic State that came „to the rescue of all believers of Allah in India.“ (p.11) The article 

weaves together theological narratives, narratives of oppression and double standards, with the 

pandemic situation presenting IS as the solution. 

Although the next article concedes that the Islamic State has lost territory in Syria and Iraq it 

depicts an ongoing ability to act: „the true believers [=IS] in Maldives and against the Sikhs in 

Khurasan [...] a part of the fight for the brothers and sisters of Kashmir“ (p. 12). The article 

proclaims „war against the Kuffar in India“ (p.13). Framed by verses from the Qur‘an and Hadiths 

there is no reference to the COVID 19 situation, just war against the unbelievers. In the same line, 

some quotations from the first caliph of IS are presented to bolster this call for war (p. 15-16).

The last page of the magazine (p. 17) lists some possible weapons of ‚true believers‘: 

„a knife can be a convenient object to keep with oneself. Keep chains, ropes and wires ready to 

choke them or beat them to death. Tools like scissors and hammers can come in useful to kill the 

Kuffar. Any sharp object like glass will kill easily. Any long cloth can be used to choke them to 

death. Spread COVID virus among as many Kuffar as possible to take them down easily and with 

less effort.“

The virus, thus, turns out to be a weapon in a list of possible weapons called ‚convenient‘. The 

apparent contradiction of complaining about accusations against Muslims in India as perpetrators 

spreading the COVID 19 virus and the call to use it as a weapon to weaken the assumed enemy is 

not too surprising. Since using memes like the oppressed and falsely accused Muslims victims can 

easily be decoupled from the practical advice on how to fight so-called unbelievers by putting in the

Jihadi mainframe of fighting an oppressive power by any means available. However, the content 

related to COVID 19 is relatively short since the aspects the followers of IS are interested in are 

focussed on the need to fight – framed in a religious context as seen above.



The 11th issue of The Voice of India has an article titled „The Disease that became the Terror of the 

Apostates, Alhamdulillah“.12 The article starts with the narrative of oppression of Muslims by the 

Hindu majority in India. Then Corona appears:

„The Coronavirus disease has seeped into the bodies of the Hindus and no amount of urine is able to

save them from certain death. They can not get rid of it despite of all their medicines and 

technology because it is what Allah wills for them as their punishment for their innumerable crimes 

that they have committed against humanity.“1314

Thus, the pandemic is understood as an outcome of the wrath of God against the wrong believers 

using in vain medical technology against the virus or other folk medicine like urine being unclean 

and a specific horror for Muslims. The article reports some examples of Muslims helping Hindus to 

fight COVID-19. Nevertheless, the IS authors are advocating the armed fight against Hindus.

The lesson learned according to IS is not to help persons who are not true believers when they are in

need but to fight and kill them. Thus, this magazine supports the theology of violence of IS.15

Assuming that reading and analyzing the weekly al-Naba‘ and regional magazines like The Voice of

Hind regularly is a step ahead of conventional research on the Islamic State, a further step ahead 

will be done by studying an online chat channel at techhaven. Taking account of the official account

of the Islamic State means returning to an evidence-based approach to the analysis of the Islamic 

State. However, there remain other parts of the communicational ecosystem of IS to be studied.

techhaven

A chat group at the platform chat.techhaven.to in  the IS ecosystem is dedicated to the Coronavirus. 

Why is it important to this part of Jihadi online communication? Since the communication 

dedicated to ‚official‘ communication with followers like al-Nabaʾ or The Voice of Hind are top-

down communication produced by a group of media activists with diverse backgrounds the peer-to-

peer communication takes place in chat groups on several platforms. Thus, studying online 

communication on online platforms allows for deeper insights into the core of Jihadi online 

communication.

Our case study is a chat group at the platform techhaven.to. The name of the group, part of the 

larger set of IS-related chat groups, is #corona_virus_the_soldier_of_allah, arab. Qanat firus 

12 The Voice of Hind No. 11 (Shawwal 1442 hijri/May/June 2021) , p.12-14
13  The Voice of Hind No. 11 (Shawwal 1442 hijri/May/June 2021), p. 12-14: 13.
14 Indeed, there are some indicators that cow dung and urine are used as a cure among others against COVID-IS. That 

is what the IS authors are referring to. Cf. Daria/Islam 2021.
15 Cf. Lohlker 2021 and 2016.



Korona jundiyy allah. The channel has 469 members at the time of writing.16 We may assume that 

most of them are to be regarded as core members of this part of the Jihadi ecosystem, The title of 

the group sets the tone for a larger part of the messages. Most of the messages are written in Arabic.

We will present an overview of the postings in this group. We will focus on the time from October 

2020 to December 2021 to give an idea about the communication.

In November and October 2020 the posts provide data about the fatalities and infections due to 

Corona in many parts of the world; general news related to Corona are also posted. In December 

2020 we read many posts about the pandemic situation and some cross-postings referring to other 

IS-related material. There is a focus on links to the magazine The Voice of Hind. Some posts warn 

against the risk of US authorities breaking into iPhones and investing in Bitcoin.

In January 2021 there are cross-postings from other IS-related media, e. g., al-Naba‘, not related to 

Corona issues. The usual Corona news are provided; even the People‘s Mojahedin Organization of 

Iran is quoted on the fatalities due to the Coronavirus in Iran. Some conspiracy myths about, e g., 

the vaccinations may cause cancer, millions and millions of US-$ are spent to implement it, the 

usual anti-American position in IS circles, and the lack of understanding of the mechanisms of the 

vaccination. Bill Gates appears with an alleged contract with the CIA to change the religious 

behavior of humans.

In March and February 2021 we find again Corona news. An issue posted again and again are 

postings about the prominent fatalities in the Arab world killed by the Coronavirus, special news 

about the situation in countries perceived as enemies of IS. Anti-vaxx statements are disseminated –

including videos by persons presented as experts. In April 2021 the channel continues presenting 

Corona news including some conspiracy myths, e. g. the Coronavirus is made for killing people 

(qatl al-nas). Videos are disseminated providing discourse from the antivaxx subculture, esp., of so-

called experts. Cross-postings try to argue theologically against measures taken by Muslims to 

counter the spread of the virus. In May 2021 there are posts on the current rate of Corona fatalities. 

Prominent cases of persons killed by a Coronavirus infection are mentioned again.

16 This article was researched in December 2021. Date December 9, 2021. The number includes the author of this 
study.



Screenshot from corona_virus_the_soldier

In June 2021 there are some usual posts like remembering a killed fighter, warning against fake 

sites at other platforms like Instagram. Most these posts are in English published by a user with an 

English nickname (stranger.stronger) who also posts a link to the 11th issue of The Voice of Hind.17 

On June 30, 2021, a link to the 12th issue of the online magazine The Voice of Hind and a poster for 

this issue is presented.

In July the new presented are related to Corona issues. In August September further Coronas news 

are presented. On September 10, 2021, a longer piece in Indonesian talks about Southeast Asian and

South Asian affairs and a small note in English on August 3, 2021. In October 2021 the news 

reported give the number of dead and infected people. In November the focus is on infections with 

Omikron. A small number of other news on Corona are published.

For December 2021 the team18 of the chat group reports the number of infected persons with the  

Omikron variant of Corona, the number of infected persons, and the death toll in several states. The 

danger of Omikron is stressed. We see the Jihadis running this chat group counting and enjoying the

number of casualties by the pandemic.

A cross-posting from another chat group warns fellow Jihadis against the products of the forensic 

research company Cellebrite breaking into cellphones (December 18, 2021).

17 Cf. the paragraph on this online magazine above.
18 ‚Team‘ is the usual terminology of the platform for users running the chat group.



From an analytic perspective, the use of one nickname in around 90% of the postings in this chat 

group is revealing. Maybe just one person is running the group or a small group using this 

nickname.

Conclusion

The communication of IS related to Corona is to be analyzed at several levels. The first level is the 

analysis of content. The Coronavirus is understood as a threat to the unbelievers not being able to 

fight it with their medical and technological means – and even some ‚alternative‘ treatments – to be 

regarded as the appropriate method by non-followers of IS. There are influences from the anti-vaxx-

movements and conspiracy in general. Theological arguments are presented to support these 

positions. There is a similarity to other non-IS positions in the anti-vaxx movement and the groups 

fighting against measures to contain the pandemic.

The second level is the ecosystem of the communication of IS online. At best, the weekly al-Naba‘ 

is regarded as the official voice of IS and some articles are taken as demonstrating the worldview of

IS. If we are looking further into this ecosystem we will find specific journals like The Voice of 

Hind with a focus on South Asia. Probing further into the eco-system we will find chat groups who 

allow for insights not to be gained from ‚official‘ IS sources. Thus, these levels allow for a better 

understanding of the dynamics of IS online communication.

The third level is the interplay of the linguistic aspects of IS communication. It is dominated by 

Arabic language communication, to a smaller extent by English (esp., in South Asia), other 

languages play a minor role. Arabic is the source for IS communication in other languages.

The fourth level is the intersection of the diverse media outlets of IS with each other. However, 

references to sources regarded as ‚unbelieving‘, e. g., anti-vaxx statements, are used if there is a 

need for the information provided.

Hence, the communication of IS on the Coronavirus is to be regarded as part of the global 

movement against vaccination and measures taken to contain the pandemic.
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